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1. What is Brain2Midi?

Brain2Midi  is  an  Android  software  that  produce  Midi  notes  and  controls  change  signals  using
brainwaves.  Midi is transmitted from an Android 4.4 device using either a USB to MIDI cable to any
compatible physical input, or using Wifi or Bluetooth to a computer on the Windows 7 platform.  The
Muse headband from InteraXon is  used  as  an  input  source  for  brainwaves,  then  informations  are
analyzed and converted into melodies or CC parameters.  Brain2Midi can be used to create music that
is influenced by the state of mind of the person wearing the headband or it can be used to create visual
animations in any Midi compatible VJ software.  Please note that Brain2Midi will not reproduce the
melody or the rythm you have in mind.  It can be quite difficult to control mental states at will.  Vision
EEG is aware of that and our goal is to improve the algorithms over the years to, we hope, one day
succeed to reach this dream of many people.

Here are typical usages and information paths:

Brain -> Muse headband -> Bluetooth -> Android device -> Following situations 1, 2 or 3

Situations:

1. Micro USB to USB → USB to Midi cable → MIDI → Physical Synthesizer, Midi controller chain or Sound Card

2. Wifi → MIDI → Brain2Midi Server → LoopBe1 Virtual Midi port → Midi compatible software

3. Bluetooth → MIDI → Brain2Midi Server → LoopBe1 Virtual Midi port → Midi compatible software

Please be aware that Brain2Midi is a tool to be explored.  As any tool, it can be used to create good or
bad things.  It is up to you to find the good ways to use it!  Projects are designed to be shared with the
community.  Please share your experience on dedicated music or visuals forums for the other users to
be able to push further the limits.
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2. Installation

Brain2Midi.apk install

You can download Brain2Midi.apk and B2MServer.exe  files  from  www.visioneeg.com under  your
account (My account → My orders/Order history and details → Details).

Brain2Midi.apk is an installation file for Android 4.4.

If you download it on Android, it might be saved as a Brain2Midi.zip file.  You then need to rename it
to Brain2Midi.apk.

If you download it on PC, copy Brain2Midi.apk file to an accessible Android folder. 

Select the Brain2Midi.apk file using the file browser in Android to install it.  You will be shown the
message  « Install  blocked ».   Touch  « SETTINGS »,  then  « Unknown  sources »  checkbox,  then
« OK », then « INSTALL ».

LoopBe1 install

You need to install a free virtual Midi port on your PC, LoopBe1 is used.  Go to this website and
download LoopBe1 :

LoopBe1 - Download your free copy

http://www.nerds.de/en/download.html

B2MServer.exe install

There is no installation procedure for the Brain2Midi Windows Server.  Just execute it on your PC if
you intend to use Wifi or Bluetooth Android to PC connection.  It will be shown as a tray icon.
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3. Interfaces

Editor

Once you create a new project or loaded one, the Editor will show up.  You can then modify the project
according to your needs.  Insert or delete channels, choose MIDI output, play around with available
parameters.

In order to modify parameters, you first need to select a channel by hilighting it with a finger tap, then
if you tap it again, the Channel Edition screen will show up.

First tap will select the channel; Second tap will go to Channel Edition screen.

The Channel Edition screen let you change parameters.

Tap them to see options and drag to change sliders.

You  can  save  your  projects.   These  files  will  appear  in  the  Android  device
"Documents/Brain2MidiProjects" folder unsing the b2m file format (project.b2m for example).  The
files are accessible via the USB to PC Android device connection.  Backup and share your projects to
other Brain2Midi users using a PC to recover the files.
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Launch

Before going to the Live Mode where Midi signals occur, you need to synchronize the Muse headband.

If the headband status is  "Not paired",  you need to go to the Android Bluetooth menu to pair  the
headband with the Android device.

If the headband status is "Paired", hold the power button for 6 seconds until you see the blinking light.
The process can take up to a minute before going to Live Mode.

Live Mode (Midi emission)

Each channel inserted in the Editor will appear with it's associated signals curves in the Live Mode.

Brain2Midi will ask you to connect Android to a MIDI output method.

After Midi output connection has succeeded (Wifi in the next example) you need to put the headband
on and will see the following interface.
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From left  to  right,  there  are  the  columns  of  the  channel  number,  the  raw brainwaves  signals,  the
frequency spectrum of those brainwaves and the Midi output Channel and CC.

To help using the MIDI Control Change (MIDI CC) channels, you can use the "Map CC" button to
assign a specific MIDI CC output to a knob or parameter in your third party MIDI compatible software.
First use the Editor to include a MIDI CC channel (algorithms Average CC & Trigger CC), choose a
CC output channel.  When in the Live Mode, when selecting a channel with CC output, "Map CC"
button will become available.
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Then,  a  popup with selected output  by default  will  be shown.   You can manually change the CC
parameter to map.

Once you press OK, all Brain2Midi MIDI output will stop but the selected CC letting you the chance to
map the desired channel to the parameter you want in the third party software.  Just press again on the
"End Map CC" button to end the process and continue sending brainwaves Midi.
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4. Methods

Each method will use an electrode as input.  The Muse headband provide 4 electrodes which of them 2
are located on the forehead, left and right, and 2 are located behind the ears.  Brain2Midi will also
specify the international 10-20 electrode code.

Each  method  use  a  bandpass  filter  to  apply  computations  to  a  specific  range  of  frequency.   The
Frequency parameter will change the filter location and the Width will allow more or less range into the
filter.

All methods will need a MIDI output channel.   Values can be inclusively between 1 and 16.  CC
methods will determine on which CC output will the signal be sent.  Values can be inclusively between
1 and 128.

Notes Adaptive
This method will adapt it's sensibility to different users.  It was designed to exploit the differences
between users in order to give a different result no matter what mental state is found.

The Scale parameter will not produce other notes that the one in the selected scale.  It help to restrain
certain notes to play.  Use the Chromatic scale if you need to access all notes.

The speed parameter will determine the rate at which the adaptive sensibility will move to adapt to the
current situation.

Notes Max
This method will play the most intense frequencies found.  A peak analysis method is used to find the
most intense frequencies.

The Scale parameter will not produce other notes that the one in the selected scale.  It help to restrain
certain notes to play.  Use the Chromatic scale if you need to access all notes.

Average CC
This method will average the frequency spectrum to output a CC value accordingly.

The speed parameter will determine the rate at which the CC value will change.

Trigger CC
This method will create a CC peak when it goes over the threshold and will regress down to zero little
by little according to the speed.

The speed parameter will determine the rate at which the CC value will change.
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5. Template projects

Blues Melodies

This project demonstrate how to use a few instruments using different frequencies along with the two
Notes algorithms.  Each channel will be sent to a different instrument (different MIDI output channel).
It is recommended to use a soft sound for the low frequencies (50 ms or more of attack and 300 ms or
more of release) and short instrument for higher frequencies (lower attack and release).

Instrument with CC

This project show how to send different frequency bands to the same instrument.  The third and fourth
channel will send CC signals to be used with a cutoff filter or a reverb effect, for example.  Then, the
instrument will react to the mental states.

VJ configuration

This configuration will send only CC signals.  Midi channels 1 and 2 are used with 4 CC each.  Various
parameters combinations are used to provoque diversity in CC changes.  You can use "Map CC" button
for each of them to map parameters to an interresting VJ software effect.
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6. Popular DAW and VJ software settings

The following softwares were tested on Windows 7.  Brain2Midi will work with any software that 
support virtual MIDI ports (LoopBe1).

Ableton Live 9

On order to use LoopBe1 in Ableton Live 9,

you need to activate the Input Remote option

located in the MIDI Preferences menu.

Resolume Arena 4

You must activate MIDI Input located in

Arena -> Preferences -> MIDI -> LoopBe
Internal MIDI

Cubase Elements 8

Works directly without settings.

Fruity Loops 12

Works directly without settings.
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7. Troubleshooting

How can I find my Windows 7 computer's Wifi IP address?

1. In the start menu, write "cmd"

2. In the command line, write "ipconfig"

3. Your computer local IP address is IPv4 Address

In this example, we have de default address 192.168.0.2 which you must enter in Brain2Midi Wifi
connection while the Brain2Midi Windows Server is active.

It can take up to a minute for Wifi and Bluetooth to connect to the Brain2Midi Windows server.

Brain2Midi is experiencing a delay of more than half a second.  You might want to restart your Android
device and/or close other applications running in background.  Brain2Midi is a computation intensive
software that require the most processing power it can have.

In the eventuality that Brain2Midi would crash, please report the problem to customer support then
restart Brain2Midi Windows Server.
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Midi input not working in my DAW or VJ Software.

USB
1. You need to have a micro USB to USB

connector for your Android phone such as this one:

2. Only USB to MIDI cables are

supported, such as this one:

3. Make sure the third party equipment you are using are properly configured (ie. Synthesizer, 
MIDI controller chain or sound card).  See section 5 of this manual and the third party manual.

4. You need to choose the good output USB port from Brain2Midi menu.  You might need to try a 
few of them before finding the right one.  Tip: a new output address will be displayed in the list 
when you connect the micro USB to USB connector.

You can see the default USB output before connecting the micro to USB adapter.
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After connecting the micro to USB adapter, a new USB output appear: select this one.

Wifi & Bluetooth
1. Make sure Brain2Midi Windows Server is running as a tray icon.

2. Make sure LoopBe1 is running and not in "Mute" mode.

Simply uncheck "Mute" if you see this icon.   

 LoopBe1 is in Mute state          Uncheck Mute      Desired working LoopBe1 state
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Wifi

1. Make sure both computer and Android device are connected to the same network.

Bluetooth

1. Make sure you have installed the driver for your Android device.

2. Make sure your Android device is paired to the computer.
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